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OPERA REDUCTION CARDS TO-DAY AT 12

REDUCTION CARDS FOR "AIDA"

Four hundred Cards to Be Distributed
Today—Privileges Are Granted for Other Productions.

Four hundred reduction cards for to-day's production of "Aida" at the Academy of Music will be distributed at The Pennsylvania office between the hours of 12 and 1 o'clock. Subscribers to The Pennsylvanian are entitled to two reduction cards. They may take a lady with them, if they so desire. Five reduction cards must be presented at the Opera House by the person who obtained them at the office. They are valid only between 12 and 1 o'clock.

Class Banquet Committee: John B. Harrison, Chairman; Mrs. John M. Longwell, Mrs. Theodore N. Rohrbach, Mrs. Lincoln N. C. Abbott, Mrs. Allan H. Scribner, Mrs. John W. Knox, Mrs. John F. Osterhout, Mrs. Lewis F. Haskin, Mrs. David C. Meyers, Miss Marion B. Butler, Mrs. George R. Jones, Mrs. Walter H. Montgomery, Mrs. John H. Pinchbeck, Mrs. John W. Wilkerson, Mrs. Nassau B. Baruch, Mrs. Charles F. Feay, Mrs. Lewis F. Haskin, Mrs. James A. Deane, Miss Donald D. Wilson, Miss Louise J. Deane, Miss John W. McKee, Miss Mabel C.このような, Mrs. William A. Whittlesey, Mrs. Charles E. DeRosa, Mrs. Alfred Stiegel, Mrs. S. F. Houston, Mrs. Mary E. Arthur, Mrs. William J. Arthur, Mrs. William J. Arthur, Mrs. Robert F. Hanks and Mrs. David Kennedy.

ANOTHER CALL FOR CANDIDATES.


The mid-year call for candidates for the Editorial Board of The Pennsylvanian was made on January 30.

The following is a list of the members of the Editorial Board who have taken the oath of office:

J. T. L., on the drums, and an address by Dr. John H. D. 41. W. E. "In Some Places of Our Constitution."
THE PENNSYLVANIAN

Entered at Philadelphia Post Office as Association Matter.

Published daily (Saturday excepted) during the academic year of the University of Pennsylvania.

Newspaper of the Students' Association, and is furnished on Campus, 50c by mail.

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF,
H. MOORE, Jr., B.C., 11, 1911.
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Harriet E. KEATING, 11, 11912.

ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR.
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FRIDAY, JANUARY 20, 111.

NOTICES.

F. N. E. Editor of January 13. FORD D. R. CHACE.

ELECTIONS.

The Pennsylvania takes pleasure in announcing the election of Sheldon Hale, 73; H. R. McIlvaine, 73; L. L. Van Name, 73; and R. L. Lovell, 73, as Associate Editors.

OPERA AGAIN.

When the change in the management of the Opera House up Broad and Poplar streets was made, fear was entertained here on the campus that the reduction privilege formerly granted to University students would cease. But, thanks to the present manager of the Metropolitan, the same opportunities will be given us this season as were given last. Congratulations are due in several quarters. Opera lovers will be happy again, and The Pennsylvania is glad, indeed, to be an agent in such happiness.

Details connecting the number of evenings on which reduction cards may be used will be mentioned later. It is anticipated that more than one evening per week will be open to students at lowered prices. We will enjoy what we have at present, however, and say thanks most heartily.

GRANT US SILENCE!

Hornblower Hall has elev-a-tome rooms for all students with over-developed conversational tendencies. We would recommend, since such is the case, that the Library be no longer made the scene of so many monologues and diatribes. "Silence" signs are posted on every other brick over in that august pile, but they may as well be taken down and stuffed in the conversational furnace for all the need students take of them. Underclassmen are not the only offenders against the sensitive ears of would-be students. Even actual, graduate students seem to enjoy buzzing about the aloes and fuming among the magazine racks ready for similarly inclined conversation.

Mid-years particularly require concentration of brainstuff on the A. B. C of reduction, and if the enlarged whisppers don't cease in the Library there will be more NV's registered in Burnet's M.S. office than the typewriters are warranted to furnish. Miss Gardner cannot keep on with a continuous journey around the circle waging his battle on the part of the noisy ones if she is to fulfill all the requests for old magazines that the Wistar men hand in; we suggest, if the rascal and clatter does not stop, that the Trustees appoint a Library policeman to shift all tongue-wagging devotees to the cold, cold vestibule, and so permit the rest, earnest and sensitive student to do his or her duty by parents and aunts.

NOTICE.

Varsity and Freshman basketball practice at 7 o'clock tonight.

There will be no base ball practice tomorrow for any of the candidates.

There will be a meeting of the Texas Club in Houston Hall at 7 o'clock tonight.

A meeting of the Freshman Debate Committee today at 1 o'clock, in Room 102, Logan Hall.

Wharton School Executive Committee pictures today at 2 o'clock, on Logan Hall steps.

Pennsylvania Board picture will be taken today at 1:15 o'clock sharp, at the Port Rocks, 1113 Chestnut street.

Meeting of Freshman Class today in Harrison Laboratory. Very important.

All Freshmen interested in the Cornell-Columbia-Pennsylvania Triangular Debate are requested to attend a meeting in 205 College Hall at 1 o'clock today.

There will be a meeting of the student members of the Mask and Wig Club in the McDermott Room, Mask and Wig Dormitory, today at 1:30 o'clock.

The members of the class in Municipal Government for January 25 will present a bibliography of the influence of The Relation of the City to Public Utilities. F. N. Bevan

The class in International Law tomorrow will prepare an analysis of Lawrence "Principles of International Law." First Chapter 4, on "States and Obligations Connected with Equality." E. L. Rove.

EXCHANGE.

Washington has adopted the rule that entrance conditions must be removed within one year.

The new gymnasium at Dartmouth College was officially opened with an inter-class track meet.

Columbus's athletic directors have decided to abolish lacrosse as a sport this season because of lack of funds.

Penn State has established a course in social engineering, making Pennsylvania the first state in the Union to introduce such a course.

Purdue has started a series of inter-class football contests, played by picked teams, which are proving popular.

Second Health and Medical Lecture. Dr. A. H. Taylor, Professor of Physiological Chemistry, will deliver the second popular health and medical lecture under the auspices of the Medical School this evening in Logan Hall. His subject will be, "Truth and Error in the Popular Conceptions of the Chemistry and Physiology of Feeding and Nutrition." All undergraduates and the general public are invited.

SEMI-ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALE

Men's High Grade Furnishings

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES


till hour.

Semi-

102. Logan Hall.

Pre-Inventory Sale

All fancy suits reduced to $ 2 5

Overcoats that were $30, and $35 now $25

"  "  " $35, $40, $45, $50

A few blacks and blues specially priced, $32.50.

An early call secures the best selection.

KENDIG & BOYD

18th and Chestnut Streets

University Student Notice: Discounts?

The question has often been asked— if students will form hat clubs of 20 each we will give 15 per cent discount. Cards issued and clubs required by us. Full information upon application.

1428 Chestnut KEEBLER

HOTEL CUMBERLAND

NEW YORK

B. W. Cor. Broadway at 54th St.

KEEP BY A COLLEGE MAN

RECENTLY OPENED FOR COLLEGE MEN

Special Rates for College Teams

Ideal location. Near Theatre and Central Park. NEW, MODERN AND ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF.

Near Elevated and Subway Station. New, recently opened.

Ten Minutes' Walk to Twenty Theatres

Harry P. Stimson

Formerly with Hotel Imperial

14 Mint Arcade
FAMEO TRADERS

These five brands represent the best in men's hats both here and abroad. Each has a noteworthy following among men of culture and refinement. Each has a wide and enviable reputation for style, correctness and high quality. They are sold only by us in Philadelphia.

10 per cent discount on purchases made by University of Pennsylvania students.

BLAYLOCK & BLYNN, INCORPORATED
Importing Batters and Furriers
242-30 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia

This page contains various advertisements and notices related to student life at the University of Pennsylvania, including opportunities for students to participate in clubs and organizations, and information about local businesses. The text also includes notices about dormitory rooms available, with details on the price and location. Additionally, there are advertisements for local businesses, such as a hat and shirt store, a smoking goods store, and a plumbing company. The text mentions several clubs, such as the Settlement Society and the Christian Association, which are involved in social work and community service. The page also includes notices about the availability of rooms in a dormitory, with details on the size, price, and location of each room. The text concludes with a list of smoking goods available at a local store, with prices and descriptions of the products.
SOUND IN SPEECH AND MUSIC

Interesting Lecture by Arthur Gordon Webster in Houston Hall Yet-

terday Afternoon.

Dr. Arthur Gordon Webster delivered the twelfth lecture of the series on
"Sound" yesterday afternoon in Houston Hall, this time being "Sound in
Speech and Music."

As in his two former lectures, he used the apparatus in illustrating the
photographs of sound waves. The lecture proper was divided into four
component parts, "Registration of Sound," "Harmonic Analysis," "Mea-
asurement of Acoustic Quantities" and the "Phonostrophe."

Under the first heading he described the resolution of any sound into the
harmonic constituents and illustrated the actual wave in which the car
vides and separates the different partials.

Probably the most interesting part of his lecture was in its conclusion,
that is, the throwing of sound waves on a screen. This was affected by a
small circle of light moved rapidly from side to side. As it moved back
and forth, Dr. Webster was able to show the sound waves of his own
voice. The machine which makes this possible is very delicate and re-
quires much attention to keep it in

The explanation, "Ah!" spoken in different tones of voice threw dif-
ferent waves on the screen.

The first of the lecture was devoted to explaining the use of a
machine invented by himself, the phonogram. Dr.

and speaking sounds to

In the Laboratory of Physics. His theme will be, "Pro-

erties of Huyghens," "The Phonograph and Gramophone" and "Sounds of
Speech."

NEWS OF OTHER COLLEGES.

Princeton was first to honor the inter-

college service in which six-
teen colleges are competing.

The entire student-body of Indiana University honored the memory
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